
Health & Wellness Fair Overview 

Wednesday, June 28, 2023

10 a.m.- 1 p.m.


The Health and Wellness Fair is being presented to our clients and neighbors as a part of our ongoing 
mission to be a “Neighbor Helping Neighbor(s).”


The following providers will be participating and will be setting up anytime after 9 a.m.:


• Northwestern University Center for Audiology- four tables will be set-up in the church sanctuary 
with portable audiology machines.  Students under the guidance of an Instructor will perform 
audiology assessments.  Two separate tables will be set-up in the room adjacent to the sanctuary to 
allow privacy when results are provided.  


• Old Irving Park Community Clinic- will have a closed sided tent in the distribution area in the rear of 
the facility.  They will bring their own tables and provide blood pressure testing.  They are scheduled to 
bring a Doctor and four additional staff members.


• Tapestry 360- will be located in the distribution area in the rear of the facility.  They will bring their own 
table and their representatives will provide will provide information about their primary, oral-health and 
behavioral health-care programs.


• Oak Street Health- will be located in the distribution area in the rear of the facility.  They will bring their 
own table and their representatives will provide resources regarding about the services they provide to 
older adults.


• Peters Financial and Insurance- will be located in the distribution area in the rear of the facility.  Mr. 
Peters will bring his own table and he will provide information about Medicare supplemental insurance 
plans.


The Pantry will have a table in the rear of the facility as well.  At that table our clients will be asked if they 
are interested in a hearing evaluation.  If they answer “Yes” their names will be put on a list, their food 
will be located in a separate holding area and asked to sit in designated seating.  Each hearing 
assessment takes approximately 20 minutes to perform.  We will have one translator (Spanish) situated 
at the seating area explaining the assessment process.  We will have several translators (Spanish- at this 
time) in the assessment results area.


Please note:  our clients who are in need of food will shop for their food first, and then come to the 
distribution area. We may have clients that are joining us solely for the Health and Wellness Fair and they 
will not need to be recorded at our Pantry Intake desk.


We sincerely thank all of you for helping us, help those in need.


Sincerely,

Lynne Anderson & Elvia Esparza 


4256 N Ridgeway Av

Chicago IL 60618


773-283-6296


